
Sunday morning in Cape Town...seriously  still hot, hot, hot….phew, it’s a scorcher! Just back from early morning  visit 
to gym and feeling very righteous. 
 
Back in the swing...with meetings and emails making me feel more business like and there’s every reason to be 
optimistic.  Got our first SDI session this week in a school and that’s a step forward and we’re making plans to get more 
corporate business switched on. 
 
Working from home means that the garden is part of the “office” and we’re getting it done over.  Bought some roses 
yesterday out in Elgin and am looking for some fuchsias.  Both of these are favourite flowers. 
 
I’m sitting on my new ergonomic seat and later this morning I’m going to get my new “office” glasses for working on the 
computer.   
 
Sport is up and down...mainly down this week.  I went to the test at Newlands a couple of weeks ago.  I’ve a friend 
who’s a member and there’s a dress code that largely exists just for its own sake.  Dressing up to watch a cricket match 
seems slightly odd when the temperature is 35+. 
 
Next week is more of the same with an important meeting that should see us beefing up our organisation and taking on 
new associates.  We’re even thinking of an intern but I’ve a morbid fear of employing people so we might just park that 
one. 
 
Enjoy your week. 
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This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

I’m having to reboot my laptop every day as the memory gets clogged up quite quickly.  I’ll be in the UK in March but I 

may well wait until October when I’m in the US to upgrade and 8gig of memory will definitely be on the agenda. 

I’m finding it really useful to have set up a whole stack of hotkey functions on my computer.  I’ve even bought a keypad 

which takes on all of these functions and I’m saving thousands of keystrokes and time each week.  If you have repetitive 

tasks in your computer life then hotkeys are the way to go. 

I’m looking at relaunching my last neg book.  I’m going to try a new tactic and sacrifice margin for volume...that means a 

much cheaper price looking at a bigger market.  I’ll let you know how it goes. 

(01-12) 13:28 PST New York (AP) -- 

It's the dreaded sound at any live performance — a ringing cellphone. 

That's what happened Tuesday night at Lincoln Center's Avery Fisher Hall during the final movement of Gustav 

Mahler's Ninth Symphony by the New York Philharmonic. 

Music Director Alan Gilbert stopped the orchestra until the phone was silenced. 

When the iPhone's ringtone initially went off, the conductor turned his head to signal his displeasure. But the ringing 

from the first row persisted. 

Gilbert asked that the offending noise be turned off and finally stopped the orchestra until it was. 

Betsy Vorce, speaking for Lincoln Center, says an announcement is made before every performance telling audience 

members to turn off their phones. If a device does go off, ushers are directed to discreetly ask the owner to turn it off.  
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Time...again 

 
So just when I thought it couldn’t get any worse I recently ordered a new pair of glasses that 
took 3 weeks...and several apologies to arrive. 
 
Similar specs in the USA take 3 hours to get made out back of the shop.  In South Africa they 
have to send overseas for the lenses...but that’s not the essence of the story.  The key issue 
is that they broke their promise. 
 
They promised a week...then promised a second week and eventually it took a third week to 
arrive. 
 
It they’d told me this in advance I wouldn’t have been happy but at least we’d have known 
the terms on which we were doing business. 
 
Manage your promises as a seller.  Under promise and over deliver and that way you’ll not 
have to discount the price as an apology and you’ll get regular repeat business. 
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Back to basics... 

Went to a wine tasting this week.  Allee Bleue make good wine and it’s excellent value. 
 
They offered everyone a price list and it was more than I paid last time I bought their wine. 
 
At the end of the tasting I spoke to the people and asked them what deals they had on the wine 
and I was offered an 18 for 12 deal and the price was also discounted.  This meant I was buying 
wine at R22 a bottle instead of R35. 
 
If I had a dollar for all the times I taught people…”don’t ask, don’t get,” I’d be a rich man. 
 
There must have been people who paid full list price for the wine and also paid for delivery. 
 
I got the same wine, delivered free, 40% cheaper because I asked. 
 
I rest my case….with 12 bottle of wine in it!! 


